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The literature on gender & substance use 

Women have different patterns of substance use; have a higher incidence of physical, 
emotional & sexual trauma and abuse than men; more likely to be involved in sex 
work than men; report more mental health problems than men.  

Women are less likely to access treatment; more likely to experience barriers when 
seeking help. 

Women often primary caregiver for children – both a barrier and an incentive for 
accessing treatment. Children are a key motivator for entering treatment. 

This has led to a call for more gender-sensitive responses to address women’s drug 
use, including the provision of childcare in drug treatment services.  



Critique & Knowledge gaps

Dominant normative assumption: women are a special homogenous 
population with unique and complex needs (Martin & Aston 2014), who 
want single-sex  treatment services(Neale et al. 2018)

Limited & inconclusive evidence base on the effectiveness of single-sex 
treatment  services (Neale et al. 2018). 

Scarcity of qualitative studies on TC programmes – perspective of women
Lack of longitudinal qualitative studies
Gap in the literature on experiences of mother & child residential drug 
treatment settings



Research aim: To explore women’s experiences of a 
residential treatment setting from different perspectives

•Mothers who have children in residence / not in 
residence/Women who are not mothers

•Secondary analysis of interview data from a longitudinal 
evaluation study



Longitudinal study: gender differences

Women reporting lower perceived 
psychological & physical health than men

Women in the women& child residential 
centre had a lower rate of graduation and 
higher rate of self-discharge than men

Women struggled more with the group aspect 
of residential treatment than men

Women residing with their children noted 
particular challenges 



Research setting
A mother and child residential treatment programme underpinned by Therapeutic 
Community principles 

Women-only residential programme introduced in 1989

Mother and child residential programme established in 2008 – the only dedicated 
service in Ireland

Located in Dublin, Ireland, but has a national remit

Capacity: 20 women and 10 children

On-site daytime crèche

Treatment progression: Primary (6 mo), Step-down (2-6 mo) and After care (6 mo)



Methods: Secondary analysis of qualitative interview data 
collected for a mixed-method longitudinal outcome evaluation 
study (Babineau & Harris 2015)

Baseline
6 

months
12 

months
18 

months



Sample

Sub sample of original study sample (N=8): All female participants who 
resided in the mother and child residential centre. Age range: 21-57 
(average age 32)

3 had children in residence, 4 did not have children in residence, 1 had 
no children 

Total 23 interviews 

Retention after baseline interviews (8): 75% (6); 63% (5); 50% (4)

Pseudonyms are used



Analytic frameworks
Thematic analysis method (Braun & Clarke 2006): identifies and analyses patterns in 
the data relevant to the research questions.  

Theoretical frameworks draw on:

A sociological gender analysis (Campbell & Herzberg 2017): examining gendered 
assumptions & the practices that produce gendered patterns in the data.

The concept of intersectionality (Crenshaw 1991): looks at how gender interacts 
with other individual, social and cultural factors (e.g. age, ethnicity and class) and 
how these shape everyday experiences and choices. Presumes that women in 
different social positions experience gender differently. 



Challenges: isolation 

For women who reside with their children, the experience can feel isolating and a bit unfair

Isolated a lot in the evenings because they’re all in bed with their kids…you are kind of on your 
own in the room with them, and kind of, you know, having that responsibility when other 
people don’t have that responsibility, l and yeah it would kill me to lose my kids, or for my kids 
to go into care but sometimes you’re like, ‘God, a break would be lovely’, you know. But erm
that’s the biggest challenge I think, yeah

We can’t do things that the other girls can do [on the weekends], and it just…it’s a bit 
unfair…they can’t get used to living outside, they can’t go to meetings outside…but then I 
suppose, I don’t know, when you are living life that’s the time that you would be with your 
kids anyway , evenings and weekends, so I don’t know really

(Claire, 31, 2 children: age 13 resides with her mother & age 5 resides in treatment, interview 
1)



Challenges: resentment

Women whose children did not reside with them expressed some 
resentment over having to help with child minding: 

The other night, Saturday, I was minding the kids…and I was crying 
minding a baby in a cot in the room. It just brought back the misery…I 
was saying ‘Jesus’ I didn’t want to mind the kids anymore than the man 
on the moon 

(Karen, 57, 5 adult children & 4 grand children, interview 1) 



Challenges: being separated from children

Mothers who did not reside with their children, or whose children were too old to 
reside, found being separated from them was a challenge, and they missed their 
children during the week. 

I find it great [that she stays on weekends] but I do miss her during the week because I 
had her with me all the time. I just miss her, you know? … Like when she was crying on 
the phone last night I just felt like getting up and leaving but I couldn’t because I have 
to be here ... I was trying to explain to her on the phone that I am doing this for her 
own good and she will understand when she is a little bit older why I did it.

(Sally, 38, 1 child 7 residing with her on weekends, interview 1)



The setting is a key enabler for women to 
engage with drug treatment & it supports 
recovery 
The main reason, the support I suppose, erm, yea the support around [daughter with 
special needs] and myself…I knew that I wouldn’t be able to do it at home with the 
lack of support that I had…so my other option would be to put the child into care for 
two months, and I just wouldn’t do it, you know. 

(Claire, 31, 2 children: age 13 resides with her mother & age 5 resides in treatment, 
interview 1)

If I hadn’t have been able to bring [name] in there I wouldn’t have gone there

(Claire, Interview 2)



Q:What about seeing your daughter? 

Yeah I found that hard, yeah, she is settled where she is now, so…she’s settled in my 
ma’s…when I come to the end of my time here I’ll bring her in here so she can get used 
to having me around more

(Jeanette, 28, 1 child 18 months not in residence, interview 1)

Now I have my daughter back, I came in here without her and now she is in here 
permanently with me…my daughter became my inspiration because until I had her I 
didn’t want to live, I was in such a dark horrible place…I only became a mother when I 
came in here…

(Jeanette, Interview 2, now resides with child in the Community House)



Childcare/fear of losing custody key motivating factor – the 
setting facilitates keeping high-risk families together in a 
supportive environment 

Me mum said she was going to take me daughter off me if I didn’t stop doing what I 
was doing, so I decided then that I needed help

(Sally, 38, 1 child 7 residing with her on weekends, interview 1)

There was social workers involved with me child as well, so eh that helped me to, that 
was a good reason to, eh, go and do it…

(Amy, 21, 1 child 2 years old hoping to reside with her, interview 1)



Key messages

Childcare is a key enabling factor for women to access, engage with and complete drug residential 
treatment. Facilitates the support of high-risk families. 

Fear of losing custody.
Would otherwise not have engaged in treatment even when child protection is not an issue.

Perception that women who reside with their children are more isolated and have less opportunities for 
activities in evenings & on weekends  - question of fairness?

Some resentment over having to mind children. 

Women’s experiences of the mother & child setting are diverse.

The setting perpetuates gendered stereotypical normative assumptions about roles & responsibilities . 

While the setting is clearly beneficial in terms of access for women to drug treatment, other TC settings 
could be explored where appropriate, such as a ‘whole family’ residential settings and/or mixed gender day 
care programmes providing crèche facilities. 



Thank you!
Go raibh maith agat

eva@coolminetc.ie

Twitter: @EvaCatDev

www.coolmine.ie

mailto:eva@coolminetc.ie
http://www.coolmine.ie/
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A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF BARRIERS, 
FACILITATORS AND EXPERIENCES IN TREATING 

SUBSTANCE (AB)USE AMONG FEMALE 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG USERS IN BELGIUM
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PARTNERS
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BACKGROUND
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GENDER DIFFERENCES ?
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LITERATURE

Different progress and evolution 

Women have more severe problems

Retention, completion and outcome ♂ ≈ ♀

• Although several predictors for poor outcome among women

Underrepresentation of women in alcohol and drug treatment

•Women in childbearing age

• Long-term residential treatment
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LITERATURE

Treatment entry for women may be complicated

• Socio-cultural factors

o Social stigma

• Socio-economic factors

o Poverty

o Educational attainment

o Social support

• System barriers

o Accessibility and affordability of services

o Absence of child care
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NATURE OF PRACTICES

Most services are developed “through the lens of 
managing men, not women” 

Need for gender-sensitive prevention, treatment and harm
reduction practices (EU Drugs Plan 2005)

Gender-sensitive approach (Grella, 2008; Tang et al., 
2012)

• A set of comprehensive, family-focused interventions, 

• which are provided in a strengths-based, relational, and
trauma-informed fashion 

• within a safe and affirming environment.
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NATURE OF PRACTICES

During the past decade: several gender-specific initiatives

• Single and mixed gender

o Single gender: women group, residential mother-child programme, case 

management for pregnant women and women with (young) children 

oMixed gender: parenting group/class, child care services

oWell-known and easy identifiable / less visible

o Effectiveness (vulnerable populations: single gender)

• Degree of gender-responsiveness varies → treatment outcome

o ↑ gender-sensitive treatment → ↑ treatment completion and after care
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND
METHODS
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OBJECTIVE

How are the lives of female substance                                
misusers constrained and supported                                           
by substance use prevention and                                                   
treatment services?

20/09/2018

Obstacles 

Challenges
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METHODS

1. Mapping of available gender-sensitive services for alcohol and drug 
users in Belgium

2. Review of the literature and international comparison

3. Narratives and treatment experiences of female substance misusers

4. Secondary analysis of gender differences in population and treatment 
samples in Belgium

5. Experts’ views on challenges and prerequisites and recommendations 
for further developing gender-sensitive alcohol and drug demand 
reduction services

6. Integration of study findings and formulation of guidelines and 
recommendations for gender-sensitive alcohol and drug demand 
reduction services
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METHODS

In-depth interviews

• Recruitment: agencies and services

• 60 female substance users (heterogeneous group)

• 55-100 minutes, audiotaped and transcribed

• Interview guide: experts + literature

Brainstorm sessions

• Recruitment: agencies and services

• 4 groups - 42 participants (counsellors, coordinators, experts by 

experience, clients, volunteers, policy makers, midwifes, doctors, etc.)

• Themes: experts + in-depth interviews

20/09/2018 12
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RESEARCH RESULTS
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RESULTS
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Age category

20-30 20

30-45 21

45+ 19

Substance

Heroin 16

Cocaine 11

Cannabis 4

Alcohol 19

Medication 3

Speed 4

Ecstasy 1

GHB 2

Continuum of care

Outpatient 28

Residential 32

Children

Women with 

children

48

Women with 

children ≤ 6 

years old

16
Outpatient treatment

Residential treatment without children

Residential treatment with children

6

3

7
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FRAGILITY AND SOCIAL STIGMA  
ON WOMEN AND SUBSTANCE USE

There are always showers. I miss a bath 

because that’s a little bit more homely. 

[…] And also, it’s a good way to relax 

once in a while. Sometimes you need 

that to find some rest. Taking a real 

long and warm bath. 

I don’t think they look at 

that, like uhm man or 

woman. They just look at you 

as a person, and… Does 

there have to be a difference 

in that actually? I don’t think 

so. […] I don’t think that 

there should be a difference 

there. A person is a person. 

And your problem is your 

problem. Whether you’re a 

man or a woman. 

Sometimes I just want to talk 

about my relationship, you 

know. Or if I don’t feel so 

good. And that is easier with 

a woman. With men all they 

talk about is male stuff 

anyway. 

RECOGNITION OF BEING A 
WOMAN AND FEMALE NEEDS

1520/09/2018

FRAGILE AND VULNERABLE 
POSITION

I don’t think they look at 

that, like uhm man or 

woman. They just look at you 

as a person, and… Does 

there have to be a difference 

in that actually? I don’t think 

so. […] I don’t think that 

there should be a difference 

there. A person is a person. 

And your problem is your 

problem. Whether you’re a 

man or a woman. 

RECOGNITION OF BEING A 

WOMAN AND FEMALE NEEDS
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Outpatient and residential

• Social stigma

• “It doesn’t matter that I am a 

woman” 
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FRAGILITY AND SOCIAL STIGMA  
ON WOMEN AND SUBSTANCE USE

There are always showers. I miss a bath 

because that’s a little bit more homely. 

[…] And also, it’s a good way to relax 

once in a while. Sometimes you need 

that to find some rest. Taking a real 

long and warm bath. 

Sometimes I just want to talk 

about my relationship, you 

know. Or if I don’t feel so 

good. And that is easier with 

a woman. With men all they 

talk about is male stuff 

anyway. 
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Outpatient and residential

• Sensitive topics

Residential

• Bath, shampoo, tampons, …

• “It does matter that I am a 

woman” 

RECOGNITION OF BEING A 
WOMAN AND FEMALE NEEDS
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THREEFOLD NEED OF ‘FEELING SAFE’

I have to avoid feeling bored. 

The daily structure is tough, but 

it helps me a lot. When you are 

addicted, the structure 

disappears. Once I’m back to 

my old life again, I need to 

have things to do as well.

At night our hallway is 

locked with a door. If a man 

comes to our hall, an alarm 

goes off and like that we 

know if someone is there. 

That assures me in a way.  

Here I feel safe. […] Because 

there are no drugs or alcohol in 

here. The control checks are 

very strict. Knowing that no one 

has alcohol in his room. Because 

otherwise it doesn’t really work 

for me. 

I think the women group is 

very intimate. They know, 

these women are discrete. I 

like that. We are 

likeminded. For me that is a 

safe way to outlet.

1820/09/2018
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THREEFOLD NEED OF ‘FEELING SAFE’

At night our hallway is 

locked with a door. If a man 

comes to our hall, an alarm 

goes off and like that we 

know if someone is there. 

That assures me in a way.  

I think the women group is 

very intimate. They know, 

these women are discrete. I 

like that. We are 

likeminded. For me that is a 

safe way to outlet.
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No men

• Single gender programmes

• Residential: no risk of violence and romantic feelings

•Outpatient services: sensitive topics
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THREEFOLD NEED OF ‘FEELING SAFE’

I have to avoid feeling bored. 

The daily structure is tough, but 

it helps me a lot. When you are 

addicted, the structure 

disappears. Once I’m back to 

my old life again, I need to 

have things to do as well.
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Structure in residential settings

• Daily structure

• Avoid being bored

• Avoid wanting to use again

• Future
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THREEFOLD NEED OF ‘FEELING SAFE’

Here I feel safe. […] Because 

there are no drugs or alcohol in 

here. The control checks are 

very strict. Knowing that no one 

has alcohol in his room. Because 

otherwise it doesn’t really work 

for me. 
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No drugs in residential settings

•Old environment

• ‘Wrong’ friends

• No temptation

20/09/2018

HOLISTIC APPROACH

20/09/2018

The treatment physically detoxed 

me, yeah, but there was no room 

for working on my mental state. 

The only thing that we could do 

was for example sewing. Some 

sort of occupational therapy, I 

call that. That wasn’t working for 

me. I had to be able to talk about 

my feelings and history.

A treatment for everything, 

really, that provides a relief 

for the physical pain and 

problems that I experience as 

well as for the psychological 

issues that I am struggling 

with.
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EXPERTS BY EXPERIENCE (♀) / PEERS
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The contact with my fellow 

patients has supported me. 

Yeah. That you can openly 

talk about it. Outside people 

don’t know, you don’t have to 

bother talking about it with 

them. But here they know and 

they understand. 

Sometimes I’m so angry with my 

therapist. She always says ‘you’re 

doing a good job’, but then I think 

‘yeah, and later on you’re going 

home and you’ll drink a glass of 

wine. You don’t understand any of 

it. How hard it can be.’ I really miss 

an expert by experience who 

knows what my fight is like.
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EXPERTS BY EXPERIENCE (♀) / PEERS
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Sometimes I’m so angry with my 

therapist. She always says ‘you’re 

doing a good job’, but then I think 

‘yeah, and later on you’re going 

home and you’ll drink a glass of 

wine. You don’t understand any of 

it. How hard it can be.’ I really miss 

an expert by experience who 

knows what my fight is like.
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Residential

•Mentor

Outpatient

• Counsellor for individual 

therapy

•Women group every two 

weeks
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EXPERTS BY EXPERIENCE (♀) / PEERS

20/09/2018

The contact with my fellow 

patients has supported me. 

Yeah. That you can openly 

talk about it. Outside people 

don’t know, you don’t have to 

bother talking about it with 

them. But here they know and 

they understand. 
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Outpatient and residential

•Group

• Support

• Understanding

•Women only / women and men

SINGLE GENDER

I think the women group is 

very intimate. The women are 

discrete. When I have a 

problem with my partner or I 

am insecure or sad, then I can 

talk freely about that.

Guys always want my 

attention. And then they want 

more, and then you end up 

having sex and using with 

him. So it’s better with women 

only. 

I chose a mixed gender group 

therapy. I think that is the most 

natural. In real life men and 

women live together, right? So 

why separate them in treatment? 

We better learn how to deal with 

each other in ‘safe’ circumstances 

like these. 

Men sometimes see different 

aspects. They can look at it 

differently than women. Less 

emotional, more rational, 

yeah. It’s always good to have 

both perspectives together. 
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MIXED GENDER

SINGLE GENDER

I think the women group is 

very intimate. The women are 

discrete. When I have a 

problem with my partner or I 

am insecure or sad, then I can 

talk freely about that.

Guys always want my 

attention. And then they want 

more, and then you end up 

having sex and using with 

him. So it’s better with women 

only. 
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MIXED GENDER

Outpatient and residential

• Low threshold

• Higher therapy commitment 

• Feeling of safety

• E.g. women group, 

residential women 

programme
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SINGLE GENDER

I chose a mixed group therapy. I 

think that is the most natural. In 

real life men and women live 

together, right? So why separate 

them in treatment? We better 

learn how to deal with each other 

in ‘safe’ circumstances like these. 

Men sometimes see different 

aspects. They can look at it 

differently than women. Less 

emotional, more rational, 

yeah. It’s always good to have 

both perspectives together. 
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Outpatient and residential

• Feeling of unsafety

• Feeling less comfortable

• Sensitive topics

• ‘Meat’

• Rude and disrespectful

• Romantic feelings (drop out)

• Safe place

•Other perspective

• Reflection of society

20/09/2018

MIXED GENDER

20/09/2018

Une femme c'est pas comme ça, une 

femme ça doit être droit, ça ne peut 

pas boire, ça ne peut pas fumer. Une 

femme ça doit être droit pour 

s'occuper des enfants, pour tenir la 

maison, pour, enfin, pour être 

capable de faire à manger, pour 

faire les courses pour faire plein de 

choses. Ça doit être plus fort, au 

regard des autres femmes en tous 

cas.

First I will sleep in a TC for

another six months. But not

with my daughter. In the

summer she is joining me 

though. […] I’m really

looking forward, but I also

know that I will need time to

work on myself. Because I 

know that I will hit rock 

bottom several times. 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

29

SELF CARE TREATMENT BARRIERS

• Fear of losing custody

• Family / children (feeling of responsibility)

• Shame, guilt

• Image of treatment (“a mad place”, “too restrictive”)

• Partner / relationship

• “I don’t have a problem”

• External barrier (e.g. waiting list, not informed, financial issues, not 

recognised, late or no referral)

20/09/2018 30
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TREATMENT DROP OUT

• Completion

• Not the right treatment

• “I don’t have a problem”

• Relationship in treatment
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TREATMENT MOTIVATION

• Regain / maintain custody

• Family / children

• Feelings (e.g. shame, humiliation, rediscover certain (positive) feelings, 

pride)

• Mental / physical health

• “I have a problem”

20/09/2018 32

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
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Conceptual framework of ‘gender-sensitive treatment’, based on female users’ experiences. 

Female users are at the centre of the framework and are encircled, first, by six dimensions of women’s health, and, second, by 13 interrelated components of gender-

specific treatment (adapted from the Vancouver/Richmond Health Board, 2001). 

ANY QUESTIONS…

Julie Schamp

PhD student / scientific researcher

E Julie.Schamp@HoGent.be

T +32 9 243 26 80

Julie Schamp
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Parenting by mothers in recovery after 

residential parent-child treatment
Evelien Van Rompaeye & Luca Littera 

(Belgium)

Presentation not available
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environments of men having sex with men
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GREECE- THERAPY CENTER FOR DEPENDENT INDIVIDUALS 

Title: ChemSex- Substance Abuse in social environments of men having sex with men: the 
Greek case. 

P. KALFAS, J. LIATSIKOS, K. VASSILIKOU



 The term Chemsex is used to describe sex between men under the influence of drugs

 In recent years there has been an upward trend in this problem

 According to the Antidote Service, a British LGBT community service that is experiencing
drug and alcohol problems, there is a sharp increase in the number of gay and bisexual
men seeking help with problems related to the use of crystal meth, GHB / GBL and 
mephedrone. While in 2005 the above substances used them at 3%, the number rose to
85% in 2012 and their use is made during sexual intercourse to facilitate it. 



Crystal Meth: 

 Way of use: smoking, inhaled use or intravenous use, substane effect: intense excitement
extremely pleasant, duration:  only a few minutes, that’s why the user tries to maintain
the effect ("making"), making repeated use, impact of use:  cardiovascular problems and 
irreversible damage to the brain, and a range of psychotic features that may persist after
months or years after discontinuation of use

GHB or "G”: 

 Chemical substance associated with the London gay scene and its effect increases sexual
drive. This substance was known as the "rape drug", following an increase in the number
of reports that it was used by sex offenders as a powerful sedative in women's drinks
before raping them



 David Stuart. ChemSex specializing in the London Sexual Health Clinic:

Οn average one person involved in ChemSex within the first two months will be infected with
HIV, until he initiates antiretroviral therapy will have transmitted HIV in about 30 people, 
while in the first 3 years will have showed his first psychotic episode and at about the 4th year
he will lose his job. 



METHODOLOGY

Qualitative research methods
 As opposed to quantitative ones, do not isolate the variables but study them as they appear within 

their context; 
 They usually use a small sample which is selected on the basis of rich information on the topic of 

the survey.
 In our research the respondents participated voluntarily, 
and the confidentiality was strictly assured. 
 After the material has been transcribed, followed the stages of analysis of the biographical and 

interpretive method. 



The biographical method

 Belongs to qualitative methods
 Is interested in how the individual constructs his own reality,
 Do not isolate the variables but study them as they appear within their context,
 Have a small sample and this sample is selected on the basis of rich information on the 

subject of the survey. 
 Quality research data take the form of physical descriptions, lengthy interviews, examples, 

and contain details of how the participant experiences this experience each time



 The research team took six interviews from people who use chemsex substances.

 Here we present one case, Grigoris. 

 The respondent's participation in the survey was voluntary and the researchers assured
that confidentiality would be strictly adhered to. 

 They also extracted the narrator's consent to the use of a tape recorder. 

 The duration of this interview was two hours and was conducted at the respondent's
home under fairly favorable conditions (there was quietness and there were no disruptive
conditions). 

 The interviewee was asked to narrate his life by quoting the main stations of life, without
telling him the subject of the investigation. So there was an initial question that was not
interrupted by other questions.



 The first phase is open at the discretion of the interviewee. 

 In the second phase, the researcher made some "internal" queries, based on what the 
interviewee said. 

 Then, if the researcher found that there are issues that have not been affected and what
matters, he did some "external" questions, ie questions on issues that the narrator did not
mention at all.



THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE LIFE OF GRIGORI - SEQUENCE OF  EVENTS

Grigoris talks about
 his childhood
 his excellent school performance
 his family is described as a closed Greek family of immigrants
 his sexual life included many casual companions
 his current companion: they place great emphasis on sexual satisfaction
 the first time they used crystal meth and their participation in group sex
 crisis period in their relationship and their work
 he claims to be addicted to his partner, and he is terribly concerned about the possibility of 

breaking up from him
 drugs are an integral part of the relationship, facilitate communication between them and give

them the satisfaction they need
 under the influence of drugs, they regularly do group sex
 he describes the process that follows with the substance, the impact time,
the effects that he recognizes as dangerous
 he does not express the desire to stop using it because he believes that if it keeps it at a low

level he can control it



STRUCTURE OF THE HISTORY OF LIFE OF GRIGORIS

Grigori's life: 

 has been greatly influenced by his family's desire to work and make money abroad and then to return
wealthy in their homeland.

 the lack of communication within the family combined with the "facilities" that Grigoris had as a child, 
he was smart, a good student, and especially popular, led him into high-risk behaviors, such as partying, 
experimenting with illicit substances and co-rapport with much older people who functioned as role
models

 he ages and continues a somewhat "prescribed" and anticipated course that has been seen since his
early teens:return home, good studies without much effort, intense social and sexual life with no
particular emotional investment and substance use

 at the same time, he is proactive and tries to stay in Greece
 the central theme in his life is sexual satisfaction and a sense of freedom
 Savvas, his new companion,  comes and seems to best satisfy his desires



STRUCTURE OF THE HISTORY OF LIFE OF GRIGORIS

 his connection with Savvas is very strong: sexually satisfied, using cannabis together, 
having sexual intercourse with other sexual partners, and not feeling oppressed.

«..drugs, chemicals, I say chemicals, because I distinguish them from cannabis, which Ι can 
easily have it,
we met on an excursion here in Athens with a Spanish guy who simply asked us where a shop

is ... 
we explained to him how he can get there ... and I told him ... we were with S. ...
I told him: « S. why did not you tell him to come with us .. since we too go there?» and in the 

next alley we found him again and we asked him:
« Come, Come !!» .. in that club he began to give us kisses with meth ... we did not

understand, we just got .. we said ok .. it was our first contact…»



STRUCTURE OF THE HISTORY OF LIFE OF GRIGORIS

 the relationship with Savvas is described by him as a life relationship. It is
described as the satisfaction of his expectations and involves the risk and 
the challenge. He also helps him seek therapeutic support and restore his
relationship with his parents.

 Grigoris does not seem to have realized the risk from his relationship with
these drugs, he thinks that he can control them and does not want to stop
them. It is the same with Savvas, whom he considers to be a relationship of 
life, and can not imagine his life without him.



CHARACTERISTIC PHRASES FROM OTHER BIOGRAPHIES

The research team, as already mentioned, took five more interviews from people using 
similar substances, which show better the interdependence between sex and drugs and 
furthermore reinforce the findings of the biography presented

A young person interviewed named Dionysis says: «And I think I'm addicted in a way, that 
while I can have sex and without chems, I can not have pass sex without chems».

Manos, another man who has been away from chemsex in recent years, says: «what was my
relationship with drugs? I had combined drugs with sex. when do you realize when you tell 
me every time I have sex I have to take drugs? ... so I took so long».

Thodoris, however, says he needs substances when there is no attraction: «someone I did 
not like very much, I needed chems, and with chems, I can have sex with him. Someone I 
liked a lot I could cope without chems».



RESULTS

In Gregory's biography, it seems that the use of substances, although launched from puberty by
cannabis, has taken on a serious dimension in adult life, with the use of Crystal Meth, a particularly
dangerous chemical that is used to help sexual activity. 

The phenomenon of substance use for this group (homosexual men) has the following complexity: 
substance dependence at the same time as sex reliance. The consequences of this behavior have to do
with the dangers of its very essence, 
but also with the dangers that sexual act involves with many at the same time sexual partners.


